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W-KING K6L 120W Wireless Speaker (Brown)
Get yourself excellent sound quality with the W-KING K6L wireless speaker. It stands out with a power of up to 120W and offers clean,
natural,  and detailed sound. You can play music in various ways,  including via Bluetooth 5.0 or from a TF card.  You also have special
knobs available to adjust volume, bass, and more. The speaker also boasts a long battery life and IPX6 waterproof rating. The package
includes 2 wireless microphones and a remote control.
 
Outstanding Sound Quality
The K6L speaker  meets  the expectations of  even the most  demanding users.  It  features a  6-inch subwoofer,  2  high-frequency drivers
(30mm), and 2 4-inch mid-range drivers. It also boasts an impressive 120W of power. All of this translates into fantastic sound quality,
perfect harmony, and incredible detail richness. With W-KING, you'll rediscover the magic of music!
 
Wireless Operation
Get rid of cables and gain more freedom. The K6L speaker operates wirelessly, allowing you to comfortably use it anywhere, whether in
the garden, on the beach, or in the park. Furthermore, the device is equipped with an efficient 22500mAh battery, providing a runtime of
6-12 hours. Don't worry about it running out of power too quickly! Charging the speaker takes about 5 hours.
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Various Connection Options
Play music the way you want. The K6L model supports TF cards and USB drives, and it allows you to connect selected devices (such as a
laptop  or  phone)  using  an  AUX  cable.  Prefer  wireless  solutions?  No  problem—simply  connect  to  the  speaker  via  Bluetooth  5.0.  Enjoy
reliable transmission with a range of up to 10 meters and experience the freedom you desire!
 
Full Sound Control
Have everything under control.  The K6L speaker offers various EQ modes to choose from and has several knobs for adjusting volume,
bass,  and other  parameters—you can tailor  the  sound to  your  preferences.  The device  also  allows you to  connect  a  guitar  and offers
audio monitoring through headphones. This is an excellent solution if you want to record a song or perform in front of an audience!
 
Enhanced Design
The speaker stands out with its elegant, classic design, which will surely appeal to retro style enthusiasts. It is also characterized by a
durable  construction,  resistance  to  damage,  and  IPX6  waterproof  rating.  You  can  use  it  indoors  and  outdoors  without  worrying  about
accidental splashes or rain. Furthermore, the speaker comes with a special shoulder strap for easy portability.
 
2 Microphones Included
Planning a karaoke party? Enjoy singing with friends? Or perhaps you perform in front of an audience? The K6L model is also useful for
this! The package includes 2 wireless microphones that you can pair with the speaker. Play your chosen backing track, have a friend play
the guitar, prepare for your performance, and showcase your vocal skills!
 
Included in the Package
K6L Speaker
Charging Adapter
Wireless Microphone x2
Audio Cable
Microphone Case
Remote Control
Live Cable
User Manual
Manufacturer
W-KING
Model
K6L
Color
Brown
Connection
Wireless (Bluetooth), TF card, AUX cable, USB drive
Bluetooth Version
5.0
Range
Up to 10m
Transducers
Subwoofer: 6-inch;
2x High-frequency drivers: 30mm;
2x Mid-range drivers: 4-inch;
Power
Up to 120W max.
SNR
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≥ 70 dB
Frequency Response
50 Hz - 15 kHz
Sensitivity
95 ± 3 dB
Battery Capacity
22500mAh
Runtime
Approx. 3-12 hours
Standby Time
20 hours
Charging Time
Approx. 5 hours
Charging Voltage / Current
DC 15V / 1.6A
Supported Audio Formats
MP3, WAV, APE, FLAC, WMA
Waterproof
IPX6
Materials
ABS, Iron Mesh
Other
EQ  modes,  guitar  connection,  support  for  2  wireless  microphones,  volume  and  bass  adjustment  knobs,  audio  monitoring  through
headphones

Preço:

Antes: € 312.9981

Agora: € 282.00

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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